
DATASHEET FROM  KNIFE STAND 20,5X7,4X25 CM GREY

This is not an invoice, you will receive an invoice/receipt with the goods.

Hermann Franzen GmbH & Co. KG
Königsallee 42
40212 Düsseldorf, Germany
Telephone: +49 (0)211 - 130 780
Fax: +49 (0)211 - 130 7890
E-mail: info@franzen.de
Internet: www.franzen.de

Bank details:
Hermann Franzen GmbH & Co. KG
IBAN: DE66 3007 0010 0185 1807 00
BIC/SWIFT: DEUTDEDDXXX

Managing Director:
Claus Franzen, Peter Franzen and Stephanie Kluth-Franzen
Commercial register Düsseldorf HRA 1743 / HRB 30424
VAT-ID: DE 121283515

KNIFE STAND 20,5X7,4X25 CM GREY
Serie: grey Serie: 25 cm Serie: angled
Serie: Aluminium/Synthetics Serie: Lexicon
Order number: 5706631214940
Hersteller: Eva solo

€99.95 *
Prices incl. VAT plus shipping costs

Ready to ship today, delivery time appr. 1-3 workdays
Also available in our Store at Königsallee 42 in Düsseldorf.

Product information "Knife Stand 20,5x7,4x25 cm grey"

Manufacturer: Eva Solo
Designation: Knife Stand
Design: Tools®
Color: grey
Dimensions: 20.3x7.3 cm; Height: 25.2 cm
Materials: Aluminium, Plastic, Foam

Elegant design for the most commonly used knives – a book-shaped knife stand with 9 pages/leaves.

Prevent blades being dulled by rubbing against each other in a kitchen drawer, and instead keep your knives to hand on your kitchen
countertop. The flexible design of this knife stand makes the knives accessible at both an angle or from above, so the stand can also
be stood under a wall cabinet. The leaves in this lamellar knife stand can be pulled out individually for any knives needing more space,
and the base of the stand prevents the blade points from scratching the countertop.

To clean, wipe the knife stand with a well-wrung, damp cloth.

A knife stand is the best way of storing your knives
The knives can be removed at an angle and can therefore be stored under hanging cabinets
The leaves in the knife stand can be pulled out individually for any knives needing more space
Easy to keep hygienic – removable, washable sleeves

Related links to "Knife Stand 20,5x7,4x25 cm grey"

- Do you have any questions concerning this product?

- Further products by Eva solo

https://www.franzen.de/en/payment-and-dispatch
https://www.franzen.de/en/store
https://www.franzen.de/en/anfrage-formular?sInquiry=detail&sOrdernumber=5706631214940
https://www.franzen.de/en/eva-solo/

